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Abstract 
We present a theory of even functionals of degree k. Even functionals are homogeneous poly- 
nomials which are invariant with respect o permutations and reflections. These are evaluated 
on real symmetric matrices. Important examples of even functionals include functions for enu- 
merating embeddings of graphs with k edges into a weighted graph with arbitrary (positive or 
negative) weights, and computing kth moments (expected values of ktlr powers) of a binary 
form. This theory provides a uniform approach for evaluating even ftmctionals and links their 
evaluation with expressions that have matrices as operands. In particular, we show that any 
even functional of degree less than 7 can be computed in time sufficient o multiply two I? x n 
matrices. 
1. Introduction 
We shall develop a new theory leading to the fast computation of polynomials in a 
class of so-called even functionals of degree k. These fimctionals are directly related 
to a variety of discrete algorithmic problems. The theory of even ftmctionals presented 
in this paper has been originally motivated by our study on efficient algorithms for 
the fast evaluation of expected values of binary quadratic forms. Such forms arise in a 
natural way in combinatorial optimization, see [5,7,13,14]. The theory, however, has 
much wider applications due to its strong, nontrivial links with fundamental problems 
in graph theory. Even functionals arise in enumerating graph embeddings, in computing 
the order of a graph automorphism group, and in detecting and counting cycles of a 
given size in an input graph, see [l, 6, 171, just to list a few applications. It is necessary 
to emphasize that most of the results offered by even functionals hold for arbitrary 
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weighted graphs both with positive and negative weights. It addresses a well known 
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cycles, see [17]. 
Specific examples of even functionals investigated in this paper include: 
(i) kth moments of binary quadratic forms: Consider a polynomial p(A) = 
Cl<i<j<n v 1 J’ a’,x.x. This quadratic form is fully described by a symmetric matrix A = 
(aij); the matrix entry is 0 if the corresponding term in the polynomial is absent. 
Expectation of the kth power of p(A) (i.e., the kth moment, where xi are identically 
distributed, independent random variables, with the distribution concentrated with prob- 
ability $ on 1 and - 1) is an even functional of degree k. Binary quadratic forms arise 
in many optimization problems. 
(ii) Embeddings of even multigraphs: Let g be a multigraph with k edges and 
all vertex degrees even, i.e., g is an even multigraph of size k. The number of 
(weighted) embeddings of g into a weighted graph G with arbitrary weights and n 
vertices is an even functional of degree k. (In other words, the number of different 
occurrences of a pattern graph g in G can be expressed as an even functional on the 
incidence matrix of G.) It occurs that counting for arbitrary multigraphs can be re- 
duced to embeddings of even multigraphs by simply adding extra edges to the pattern 
graph. 
(iii) Counting simple cycles: This is a special case of the above. Let g be a simple 
cycle with k edges. There is an even functional of degree k, such that the number of 
embeddings of g into a graph G with n vertices is equal to the value of this functional 
on an incidence matrix of G. If k<7 then this functional can be evaluated in time 
proportional to matrix multiplication. 
Bather little is known about counting pattern subgraphs except for very limited cases. 
A decision version of the pattern subgraph problem (namely, to decide, for a fixed 
pattern H whether G contains a subgraph isomorphic to H) has been studied more 
intensively. There are efficient algorithms for various classes of graphs. For example, 
Richards and Liestman [l l] have shown an 0(nkk5’*) algorithm to decide if a given 
graph on n vertices contains a simple cycle of length 2k. Monien [9] has shown a 
decision algorithm for simple paths and simple cycles that runs in O(nIEol) time. For 
a class of pattern graphs with a bounded tree-width w, Plehn and Voigt [lo] have 
presented an O(n”‘+‘) algorithm. They also demonstrate how to find maximum weight 
subgraphs at the same time. 
Since k is fixed, the pattern subgraph counting problem has a straightforward polyno- 
mial solution O(nk) based on a brute force enumeration. Yet the problem is interesting 
in the context of #P-completeness, defined in Valiant’s seminal paper [ 151, which con- 
siders complexity to count subgraphs with specific properties, such as spanning trees, 
or perfect matchings. The latter problem, as demonstrated in [ 151, is #P-complete and 
therefore most likely it is immune to any fast counting methods. Mihail and Winkler 
[8] have shown that counting Eulerian orientations of a given graph is difficult in the 
same sense. Eulerian orientations of a graph are critical for some problems in statistical 
physics. 
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For completeness let us recall that the spanning trees, on the other hand, can be 
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result by Kirkhoff. 
All of the even functionals mentioned above can be explicitly constructed. In the 
following sections we will show that they form a linear space whose dimension is 
equal to the number of even multigraphs with k edges. This, in turn, will lead to a 
special class of even functionals, called matrix expressions, which provide a linear basis 
for small values of k. Each even functional is a linear combination of the elements 
of the basis. This implies, for example, that the kth moment for k<7 can be found 
in an amount of time proportional to matrix multiplication; note that the size of the 
probabilistic space is 2”. 
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we will define even func- 
tionals of degree k. Then, we will prove that the dimension of the linear space 
of even functionals of degree k is equal to the number of even multigraphs with 
k edges. In Section 4 we will introduce a class of matrix expressions, i.e., even 
functionals which can be quickly computed. These will be used for efficient eval- 
uation of even functionals of small degree (k< 7). Next, important examples 
of even functionals will be discussed and some final remarks will conclude 
the paper. 
2. Even functionals of degree k 
Let A(n) be the set of n x n symmetric matrices with all elements on the main 
diagonal equal to 0. Let JY = lJnEN A(n). We define Fk to be a family of functions 
from 4 to R which have the following properties: 
For each n and M E A(n) 
f E Tk is a polynomial of degree k that is homogeneous with respect to the matrix 
entries as indeterminates. 
- f E 9-k is invariant with reSpeCt to the COnjUgatiOn With a matrix from the group 
O(n,Z). That is, if U is a matrix in O(n,Z) then f (UMU-‘) = f(M). 
O(n,Z) is the group of n x n orthogonal matrices with integer entries. It is generated 
by linear transformations corresponding to permutations (and therefore, transpositions) 
of the basis vectors and by transformations corresponding to reflections with respect 
to a basis vector. 
Elements of 9-k are called even functionah of degree k. Let us recall that a 
permutation matrix has a single entry 1 in each row and in each column, and all 
other entries are 0. A reflection matrix is a diagonal matrix with all entries 1 or 
-1. 
Clearly, for any k the even functionals Sk form a linear space over the field of real 
numbers. Examples of even fiurctionals will be given in the next sections. 
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3. Even multigraphs with k edges - 9(k) 
Let S(k) be a set of all multigraphs (not necessarily connected) with k edges such 
that the degree of each vertex is an even positive number; see [6]. The number of 
edges between two vertices vi and Uj will be denoted by 1,. In particular, 1, = 
0 if there is no edge between vi and Vj. Clearly, each connected component of a 
multigraph in B(k) has an Euler cycle - a closed tour which traces each edge exactly 
once. In this paper we will use the adjacency matrix representation for multigraphs; 
this representation is assumed when the computational complexity is analyzed. This 
representation is the most natural choice for our approach. Alternatively, we could 
use the adjacency list representation which may be beneficial if a given multigraph is 
sparse. 
The objective of this section is to establish a connection between 9(k) and the class 
of even functionals. Every graph in ‘S(k) defines in a natural way an element in 9-k. 
Specifically, for every k we can define a mapping p : ‘S(k) + %k. 
Let g E S(k) and A = (aij) E A(n). Assume that V = {vi,. . . , up} are vertices of g. 
A one-to-one map from V to V that preserves adjacency and multiplicities of edges 
is called an automorphism of g. The order of the automorphism group T(g) of g is 
denoted by s(g); it is the number of symmetries of g. 
Let 8 be a one-to-one function from { 1,. . . , p} to { 1,. . . , n}. 0 denotes a set of all 
such functions. Now, p(g)(A) is defined as 
p(g)(A) = 1 c n 
S(g)eE@ l<i<j<p 
ai”. WM_l)~ 
Clearly, p(g)(A) = 0 if k > n. (As a convention we assume that O” = 1.) That is, 
p(g)(A) is the sum of the products of the weights of edges (with their multiplicities) 
over all one-to-one embeddings of the vertices of the graph g into a weighted graph 
g’ with the incidence matrix A. Specifically, if 01, u2 are mapped into wi and w2 in g’, 
then the contribution of the edge uiv~ to p(g) is equal to @. 
Example 1. Consider a multigraph g with 5 edges and an incidence matrix A of a 
complete graph with 5 vertices and all weights equal to 1; see Fig. 1. Clearly, the 
weight of each embedding of g is equal to 1. Hence, p(g) is equal to the number of 
embeddings of (unlabeled) CI into a comolete manh with 5 vertices, o- _~ \..~~~.._ .~._, il rm--- 0---r-m 
We have an important theorem which bridges even multigraphs with k edges and 
even functionals of degree k. 
Theorem 1. The image of 9(k) under p spans the linear space %k, If k<n, then 
this image is a basis of %-k, 
Proof. We will show that every f E %;k is a linear combination of the elements from 
the image of B(k) under p. Let f represent a sum of monomials of the order k. Each 
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Fig. 1. A multigraph and its embedding (solid edges) into a 5-clique. 
monomial 
determines its equivalence class, namely, the set constituted by the monomials 
c x xAil” -+j, , . . . . . ..x... I.\_ 
- --qr, ,a”, , ---qr,p”,,’ 
where o is a permutation of { 1,. . . , n} and c is a multiplicative constant. 
Let a denote an equivalence class. Clearly, a is determined by a vector (jii,j,, . . . , li,j, ). 
Let fpl denote the sum of all monomials in f (with their scalar multiplicative constants) 
that belong to the equivalence class a. Then, f = C, fa, and since f is symmetric 
with respect to permutations r_r of { 1,. . . , n}, we have 
T.et c_ &~:note the SI~V_ of all ncalam in f.. ~nrl ‘7 w_ dennte the arm nf nll rliffwpnt -_- -_u _-- l____l _*_ J u) -___ ~ ..il __-__._ ---_ --.. ._,- _-- ~...~~_... 
representatives in the equivalence class a. We have C, fa = c,s, Cwa, where sor 
denotes the number of permutations cr that do not change w,. 
Letting C, = c,s,/n! we finally obtain that 
(2) 
We will show that C w, is equal to p(g) for a certain even graph g with k = C, ii,j, 
edges. Let w, = x${ . . ._~2 be a representative in the equivalence class a. The graph g 
is defined explicitly based on w,. It has a vertex ui for each index i in the indeterminates 
/.ao,.h ;n,4p+p-;,,c, hnc +.X.,-. ;. A;,.~“.\ l-k. PA”P” ,..-.....=“..,...A ,. :..A&4M....:..,.r~“. an-L \tiaUll IIIUUCUIIIIIII~Lk llQU LVVV IllUlkkJJ. I II= GUgjr3 GU11G3iJUIIU LV IIIU~LGIIIIUI(L~eD~ CTQcll Xi,j, 
induces an edge of strength AiPj, between the pair of vertices ai, and nj,. The above 
correspondence defines a function from the equivalence classes of monomials of degree 
k to even graphs with k edges. We will denote this function by r. The function r-’ 
is defined since r is one-to-one and onto. We can think about r-‘(g) as an arbitrary 
monomial in the corresponding equivalence class. Before proceeding further with the 
proof, let us illustrate this with a small example. 
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Example 2. The mapping z maps both monomials x~~x~Jx~~~~~ and x&x~~x~~x~~, 
which are equivalent by the permutation (14) (2 3), onto the even graph from Fig. 1. 
Also, either of these monomials can be viewed as the value of 7-l on the 
graph. 
Proof of Theorem 1 (continued). Now, each embedding of g into an n x n matrix 
_@ mrr~~nnnrlc tn ~nrn~ r,=nr,=rpntgtivp in the PCIII~VI~P~PP rlaw if ~2~ All mnhet-lAinoa ~““““y”“..” .V ““IIIS ‘.,y’~“““‘““. w 1.1 111” “1”‘. ..I”lllV WI..“” . 1111 .a”‘“‘U...“~Y 
give Cw, and the sum of their weights is exactly p(g). 
To finish the proof we need to demonstrate that g is an even graph with k edges. 
Clearly, the number of edges in g is equal to k. The degree of each vertex is even. 
To prove this, assume that the degree of a vertex uiO is odd. Then, in at least one 
monomial p with an indeterminate Xi,,j,, (for some jo) the corresponding l,j, is odd. 
Consider the incidence matrix A4 of the graph g and a reflection R of this matrix with 
respect o the i&h vector in the basis. The value of p(g) on M is nonnegative. On the 
other hand, at least one monomial (specifically, p) is negative on the matrix R.M.R-‘. 
Hence, p(g)(M) > p(g)(R . M . R-l), which is a contradiction because f is invariant 
&+h tnnn.=f.+ +r\rc.Clr.r.+;nnn “.1&11 IUipuvr L” IUIIVYIIVIID. 
Finally, we will show that all p(g), where g E ‘S(k), are linearly independent. Con- 
sider an even functional f and its representation as a sum of monomials. This represen- 
tation is unique (if monomials with coefficients equal to 0 are ignored) and therefore 
the representation of f given in Eq. (2) is unique as well. We will show that p(gl) # 
p(g2) for two nonisomorphic even graphs gl, 92. Let us assume that the contrary holds 
true. Consider w1 = 7-‘(gl) and w2 = 7-‘(g2). The assumption p(gl) = p(g2) and 
the definition of p imply that there is a permutation of indices IJ such that w1 = 0~2. 
Hence, 7-‘(gl) = o(z-l(g2)). Now, based on the definition of 7 and r~ we show that 
7a7-l is an isomorphism of 91, 92, which implies that g1 = 92. This contradiction ends 
+l., . . . . . LUG P1”“l. q 
The above proof immediately implies the following: 
Corollary 2. If k <n, then the number of even graphs of size k is equal to the dimen- 
sion of the linear space of even functionals of degree k. 
Note that the above corollary holds for any n. On the other hand, the number of even 
multigraphs of size k depends only on k. Additionally, p(g)(A) for an even multigraph 
g of degree k and an n x n matrix A can be found in O(nk) time. As an immediate 
imnlication we obtain the following corollary: ~~~z~~--- ~~ 
Corollary 3. Every even functional of degree k, if k is viewed as a constant, can be 
computed in polynomial time O(nk). 
In the next sections we will show a faster method to compute even functionals for 
small values of k in time proportional to matrix multiplication; see [3, 161. 
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We will finish this section with a theorem pertaining to even functionals with integer 
coefficients. 
Theorem 4. Zf f is an even functional of degree k with integer coeflcients, then f 
is a linear combination of p(gi), gi E S(k), with integer coeficients. 
Proof. Assume an even functional with integer coefficient f = Y’!_ a@(gi), where &i-! 
not all aj are integers. Consider S = {i : ai 6 h} (Z is the set of integers.) Take s f S 
such that gS does not contain any proper subgraph gi with i E 5’. Here we consider 
subgraphs in the sense of graphs and not multi~aphs; that is, edge multiplicities are 
ignored. Let A be the incidence matrix of gs; au = 1 if and only if there is at least one 
edge in gS between vi and vj* Clearly f(A) is an integer. On the other hand, I 
is always an integer. Moreover, it is 0 if gi is not a subgraph of g,, and p(g,) = 1. 
Hence, C,‘=t a&i) = as + cj ajp(gj)(A), where gj are proper subgraphs of gS. By 
the choice of s, all aj are integers and a, + xi ajp(gi)(A) $Z 22. A contradiction. This 
ends the proof. 0 
4. Matrix expressions 
In this section we will define an important class of even ~ctionals of degree k. 
Functionals in this class will be called matrix expressions. 
Let A = (au) be a matrix in .k!. We consider the following operations on matrices 
and numbers: 
- two-argument standard matrix multiplication denoted by . ; 
- two-ar_ment entrywise matrix multiplication denoted by o2 in which we multiply 
corresponding entries, i.e., (a~) o (bu) = (cq), where cij = aubq; 
- one-argument operation diag which is equivalent o the entrywise multiplication by 
an identity matrix. 
~fi~tion 5. Let A be a matrix. An expression which uses the above operations with 
A as the only operand and whose result is a matrix is called an elementary matrix 
expression. 
Definition 6. A matrix expression is defined as cTr ( W) where W is an elementary 
matrix expression for a matrix A? c is a scalar, and Tr is the trace operation, i.e., 
Tr((aij)) = xi uii. The product of matrix expressions is also a matrix expression. 
Each matrix expression determines a function from J? to the set of real numbers. 
Moreover, a matrix expression is a homogeneous polynomial of the matrix entries as 
~dete~~a~s. The degree of homogenei~ is simply referred to as the degree of a 
matrix expression. 
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Example 3. Consider a symmetric 3 x 3 matrix A and a matrix expression Tr(A . A). 
This expression defines a function given by the following polynomial: 
u:,t + 2 a& + 2 a:,3 + u;,z + 2 “& + u:,s 
The value of this expression for the matrix 
[ -1 0 10 2 1 --I 2 011 
I 
is equal 12. 
Example 4. Consider a symmetric 3 x 3 matrix A and a matrix expression of degree 
5 given by Tr((A + (A o A)) . diag(A . A)). This expression defines a function given by 
the following polynomial: 
4,14,2 + +4,3 + d,zd,* +“:,2& + 4,34,* + 4,& 
3 2 3 2 3 2 2 
+"l,2u2,2 + '1,Z"2,3 + u2,2"1,2 + ui,2"2,3 + a:,3a:,2 + +3az,2 
+d,3&3 + d,343,3 + G,3$3 + a:,3a:,3 + a;,3u:,3 + u:,3u;,3 
+2 $2 + a:,1 + a:,3 + 2 a:,3 + u:,2 + 2 u:,3 
which is equal to 80 for 
0 1 -1 
A= 1 10 2. 1 
L-1 2 OJ 
Since we consider only symmetric matrices with 0 on the main diagonal, all terms 
that include aii can be removed from the polynomials in the above examples. 
For elementary matrix expressions we define parity as follows. Let A be an n x n 
matrix and R be a matrix of a reflection with respect to a basis vector. 
Definition 7. We say that the parity of an elementary matrix expression W is defined 
and is odd if W(RAR-‘) = RW(A)R-‘, and is even if W(RAR-‘) = W(A), for every 
reflection in O(n, Z). 
The parity of an elementary matrix expression describes its behavior with respect to 
conjugations with reflections. Note also that a parity of an elementary expression can 
be undefined. 
Example 5. 1. A . A has an odd parity. 
2. A o A has an even parity. 
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3. A . (A o A) has an undefined parity and similarly the functional in Example 4 has 
an undefined parity. 
We have the following lemma which helps to determine the parity of an elementary 
expression. 
T.emms 8; li) The naritv of anv matrix A is o@ \_, -..- =__. __, -J , .._... __ ._ 
(ii) if the matrix expressions WI and W, have equal parity, then WI . WZ has the 
same parity; 
(iii) if the matrix expressions WI and W, have equal parity, then W, o W2 has 
even parity; if they have opposite parity, then WI o W2 has odd parity; 
(iv) if the parity of a matrix expression W is defined, then diag( W) has both even 
and odd parity. 
Proof. Let R be a matrix of a reflection with respect to one basis vector. RAR-’ is a 
matrix obtained from A by multiplying elements in the ith row and then elements in 
ith column bv -1. In particular7 this operation does not change the main diagonal. 
Let WI and W2 be elementary matrix expressions. If both are odd, then ( Wl(RAR-’ )) . 
( W2(RAR-‘ )) = R( W,(A) . Wz(A))R-‘. If both are even, then ( WI(RAR-’ )) . (W2 
(RAR-I)) = (WI(A) - W264)). 
Reflections do not affect the main diagonal and for any matrix B diag(RBR-’ ) = 
diag(B). Hence, diag( Wl(RAR-I)) = diag( WI(A)) = diag(RWl(A)R-‘) if the parity of 
WI is defined. 
By the above-mentioned property of reflections and by the definition of the entrywise 
multiplication, we have ( WI(RAR-‘)) o (Wz(RAR-‘)) = RWl(A)R-’ o RWz(A)R-’ = 
Wl(A) o W2(A) if both WI and W2 have odd parity. Clearly, (Wl(RAR-‘)) o 
(W2(R_AR-‘)) = W!(A) o W,(A) for even naritv elementarv exnressions. If W! has .. A,--, r---J -.T----~-~~-.
an odd parity and W2 has an even parity, then (Wl(RAR-‘)) o (W&UR-‘)) = 
RWl(A)R-’ o W2(A) = RWl(A) o Wz(A)R-‘. Now, the lemma is implied by the above 
identities. Cl 
This lemma provides a useful tool to fmd the parity of an elementary matrix expres- 
sion. For a given elementary expression W(A) we can consider its expression (syntax) 
tree, labeling the leaves with A and the internal nodes with the operations. A bottom- 
up traversal of this tree determines, with the help of Lemma 8, the parity of W. 
Equivalently, we may translate the expression into its Polish Reverse Form and then 
evaluate its parity with a standard stack-based algorithm, see [2]. As an illustration let 
us consider the elementary expression (A o (A .A)) o (A .A). Its Polish Reverse Form is 
AAA . oAA . o. The evaluation of its initial subexpressions gives odd parity for A, odd 
parity for AA., and even parity for AAA . o. Hence, the whole expression has an odd 
Parity* 
Matrix epressions for this procedure can be represented as a list of operations in 
this expression (with their execution order indicated by parentheses), or by its syntax 
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tree; see [2]. The time complexity of the above procedure is linear in the length of 
the input elementary expression. For expressions of degree k this length is <2k, if 
sequences of consecutive diag operations are reduced to one diag. Note that diag is 
idempotent, that is, diag(diag W) = diag W. 
We have an important theorem about matrix expressions and even functionals: 
Proof. Consider a matrix expression cTr(W(A)), W(A) being an elementary matrix 
expression of degree k with defined parity, for a matrix A. This expression is a homo- 
geneous polynomial of degree k for the matrix entries as indeterminants. 
By definition, the elementary matrix expression W(A) satisfies either W(RAR-‘) = 
W(A) or W(RAR-‘) = RW(A)R-‘. In both cases Tr W(RAR-‘) = Tr W(A). 
Let P be a matrix of an elementary permutation. Then PAP-’ is a matrix with i 
and j columns and rows of A transposed. In particular, the i and j elements on the 
m_ain &ponal are also &a~gmsed. a----- -- ---- r----- 
Clearly, (PAP-')(PBP-' ) = P(AB)P-’ and diag(PAP-’ ) = Pdiag(A)P-‘. 
For the entrywise multiplication we have (PAP-‘) o (PBP-‘) = P(A o B)P-’ since 
permuting the ith and jth columns and rows before or after multiplying the correspond- 
ing entries does not affect the result. 
Consequently, W(PAP-‘) = PW(A)P-’ independently of the parity of W. Since P 
only permutes the main diagonal elements, we have Tr W(PAP-‘) = Tr W(A) and this 
ends the proof. Cl 
The significance of the matrix expressions with a defined parity is based on their 
simplicity and on the fact that they can be used to build the linear basis for 9b. 
Specifically, 
1. each matrix expression of fixed degree k for an n x n matrix can be computed in 
O(n-), where O(#) is the time required to multiply two n x n matrices, 
2. matrix expressions of degree k for k < 7 form a basis of 9-k. 
We will elaborate on this in the following sections. 
5. Even functionals of a small degree 
As we know from the above sections, the even functionals form a linear space. This 
becomes advantageous if we can find a “computationally efficient” basis of the linear 
space 9k. Obviously, matrix expressions are attractive candidates for such a basis 
because they can be computed in O(n”) time. In fact, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 10. Matrix expressions of degree 7 span 91. 
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Fig. 2. Graph g(4,8). 
Proof. By virtue of Theorem 1 we know that the dimension of 97 is equal to the 
number r7 of even graphs with 7 edges. This can be effectively found by enumerating 
these graphs. Let r7 stand for the number of even functionals of degree 7 (r7 = 21.) 
We consider a set of r7 matrix expressions of degree 7. To check their linear inde- 
pendence we evaluate each matrix expression on a set of r7 matrices. By elementary 
linear algebra, the system of matrix expressions is linearly independent provided that 
the obtained system of evaluated expressions is linearly independent. Therefore, the 
problem reduces to finding the rank of an r7 x r7 matrix, which can be done in 
a straightforward way using, for example, the symbolic manipulation facilities pro- 
vided by systems such as Maple or Mathematics. Now, the independent set of r7 
elements (r-7 - the dimension of the space) must be a basis of the space. This ends 
the proof. q 
Theorem 1 suggests a heuristic which helps to find matrix expressions which are 
elements of the basis. The mapping p defined in Section 3 provides another tool. We 
will not, however, elaborate on these heuristics here. The linear basis for 97 has 21 
elements and, in fact, they can be explicitely listed. We will show, as an illustration, 
a basis for 95. 
Example 6. The following set of 4 matrix expressions forms a basis of the linear space 
9s of even fimctionals of degree 5. 
Tr(A .A .A .A .A); Tr(diag(A . A . A) o diag(A . A)); 
Tr((A .A). (A oA o A)); Tr(A .A .A) x Tr(A .A). 
The structure of the even fiunctionals for higher degrees becomes richer, which causes 
the linear dimension to grow. Interestingly, even multigraph counterparts of cliques 
(complete graphs) come to game here. Denote the even connected graph with 4 vertices 
and 8 edges showed in Fig. 2 by g(4,8). 
For degree 8 we have: 
Theorem 11. Matrix expressions of degree 8 and p(g(4,8)), span 98. 
This theorem can be demonstrated similarly to Theorem 10. 
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A computationally important consequence of the above theorems is phrased in the 
following corollary: 
Corollary 12. Any even functional of degree 7 can be evaluated in time O(nw) where 
O(n@) is the time of fast matrix multiplication. Any even functional of degree 8 can 
be evaluated in time 0(n4). 
This is a strong result in view of the interesting functions which happen to be even 
fimctionals. We will provide examples in the next section. 
The complexity of computing even functionals of degree k grows with k. 
6. Expectation of powers of binary quadratic forms 
Binary quadratic forms are polynomials defined as 
C aijxixj, 
ldi-cj<n 
where xi are identically distributed, independent random variables, with the distribution 
concentrated with probability $ on 1 and - 1. 
Clearly, a binary quadratic polynomial (form) is fully described by a real matrix A 
of the coefficients aij. The matrix A is completely defined by the requirement that if 
the corresponding term in the form is absent, the matrix entry is 0, and that the matrix 
is symmetric. 
Binary quadratic forms arise in many optimization problems, e.g., unconstrained 
quadratic O-l programming, weighted 2-satisfiability, and the maximum cut problem. 
We have the following theorem. 
Theorem 13. The expectation of the kth power of a binary quadratic form Q(x) with 
the matrix of coefJicients A is an even functional of degree k. That is, there is an 
even functional of degree k whose value on A is equal to the expectation of the kth 
power Q(x). 
Proof. The claim follows directly from the definition of the expected value. The kth 
power of Q(x) is a homogeneous polynomial. Clearly, this is invariant with respect 
to permutations. Also, since the summation in computing the expected value is done 
over all possible vectors of { -1,l) this polynomial is also invariant with respect to 
reflections. 0 
By virtue of Theorem 10 we have 
Corollary 14. If k ~7 then the expectation of the kth power of a quadratic form 
with the matrix A is equal to 
Ccj(k)$(A), 
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where w; are the matrix expressions of degree k, numbered with j. In particular, the 
coeficients cj(k) are independent of A. 
This implies immediately, that 
Corollary 15. The expectation of the kth power of any quadratic form can be com- 
puted in O(rP) time, for k<7. 
For k = 8 the basis contains p(g(4,8)), in addition to matrix expressions. Hence, 
the expectation of 8th power of a binary quadratic form can be computed in O(n4) 
time. 
7. Simple cycles 
Based on the previous sections we know that the weighted embedding of a simple 
cycle of size k into a weighted graph G is an even functional of degree k evaluated 
on the matrix of G. For short cycles, k <7, this functional is a linear combination 
of matrix expressions. For k = 8 it is a linear combination of matrix expressions of 
degree 8 and p(g(4,8)). It leads to an efficient algorithm for enumeration of simple 
cycles of the length k < 8 in a given graph. 
Specifically, we have the following theorem: 
Theorem 16. If k < 7 then the number of simple cycles with k edges in a given graph 
of order n can be found in time O(rP). If k = 8 then this number can be found in 
0(n4) time. 
Using the same linear representation, we can compute the total weight of all cycles 
of the length k in a given weighted graph with n vertices. Clearly, the same results 
apply to enumerating the number of occurrences of an arbitrary even graph with at 
most 8 edges. 
To illustrate the theorem we will show how the even functional counting the em- 
beddings of a simple cycle with 7 vertices is represented as a linear combination of 
matrix expressions of degree 7. 
Example 7. The following linear combination of 15 matrix expressions is an even 
functional that counts the embeddings of a simple cycle C7 with 7 vertices into a 
weighted graph with incidence matrix A. Recall that there are 21 even graphs of size 
7; six of them are disconnected. 
p(C7)(A)=2Tr(A.(AoAoA).(AoAoA)) 
+iTr(A.((A.A)o(A.A)o(A.A))) 
+2Tr((A.A).(AoAoAoAoA)) 
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-iTr(diag(A.A.A)odiag(A.A.A.A)) 
-Tr(diag(A - A . A) o diag((A o A) . (A o A))) 
-4Tr((A.A).diag(A.A).(AoAoA)) 
-iTr(A.diag(A.A).A.(AoAoA)) 
+Tr(diag(A . A . A) o diag(A . A) o diag(A - A)) 
-2Tr(((A.A)o(AoA)+(AoA)).A) 
+iTr((A+A).diag(A.A).A.diag(A.A)) 
+~T~(((A.A.A)o(A.A))~(AoA)) 
+iTr(A.diag(A.A.A)+A.diag(A.A)) 
+;Tr((A.A+A.A).(AoAoA)) 
-iTr(diag(A.AeA.A.A).(A.A)) 
+hTr(A.A.A.A.A.A.A). 
Example 8. For completeness we include representations of p(Ck), simple cycles, for 
k = 3,4,5, and 6 in terms of matrix expressions. 
p(G)(A) = fTr(diag(A e A) o diag(A . A) o diag(A .A)) 
+lTr((AoAoA).(A.A.A)) 
-Tr(diag(A . A) o diag((A o A) . (A o A))) 
+iTr((AoAoA).(AoAoA)) 
+$Tr(diag(A . A) o diag(A . diag(A . A) . A)) 
-fTr((A o A). (A o A) + (A o A)) 
+iTr(((A.A)o(A.A)).(AoA)) 
-iTr(diag(A.A.A)odiag(A.A.A)) 
-iTr(diag(A.A)odiag(A.A.A.A)) 
1 +ETr(A.A.A.A.A.A). 
p(CS)(A)=$Tr(A.A.A.A.A) 
- iTr(diag(A . A) o diag(A . A . A)) 
+;Tr((A.A)o(A.A.A)). 
p(Ca)(A)=iTr(AeA.A.A) 
- i Tr(diag(A . A) o diag(A . A)) 
+$Tr((A o A). (A o A)). 
p(c3)(4 = ~T(A . A . A). 
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8. Discussion and remarks 
We have presented a theory of even fnnctionals. The major motivation to study these 
objects stems from the fact that many complex algorithmic problems may be reduced 
to evaluating such functionals. 
We have shown that the even functionals of degree k form a linear space whose 
dimension is equal to the number of even multigraphs with k edges. This result provides 
an effective tool for constructing a linear basis for this space. Now, algebraic and 
symbolic manipulation systems, such as Maple or Mathematics, are helpful to carry 
out this task. 
We have also demonstrated that matrix expressions pan the linear space of even 
functionals of degree k <7. Interestingly, for k = 8, the basis includes an even ftmc- 
tional for a multigraph that corresponds to a 4-clique with doubled diagonals. An 
immediate implication is that, for k < 7, any even functional can be evaluated in O(nw ) 
time used for matrix multiplication. For k = 8 this time is 0(n4); actually, it can 
be done in 0(&l) t’ tme. Clearly, a special form of the input matrix, such as the 
t&diagonal, or of the input graph can lead to faster algorithms. Parallelism can be 
engaged, as well, to speed up matrix multiplications; see [4]. 
It is natural to ask which even multigraphs give rise to even ftmctionals that are 
representable as matrix expressions. The answer, which will be presented elsewhere, is 
that the existence of a K4 minor (a clique with four vertices) in the graph is the only 
obstacle to representability with a matrix expression. 
The theory of even functionals combines results in linear algebra, matrix theory, and 
graph theory. Examples of applications for even functionals include efficient counting 
of graph embeddings, and computing the expected value of the kth powers of a binary 
quadratic form. Moreover, the theory offers a uniform approach for analyzing graphs 
with arbitrary real weights (positive or negative). Because of the strong connections of 
even functionals to central algorithmic problems, we expect that this theory will prove 
useful in further applications. 
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